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RE: Safety Issues on the A406 for TFL
Further to the SWEP meeting yesterday I outline the issues we think need addressing on the A406.
Safety:
 Risk assessments are set out below. When was the last risk assessment done by TFL at all crossings and
vehicle access at Hastings and Bexhill Roads? In view of the severity of our ratings, can you please establish
with TFL when remedial action will be taken. We would wish to point out that we expect there to be an
overflow of vehicles in the adjacent roads by the site 14 and increase traffic on Bexhill and Hastings Roads
which is likely to increase the probability of accidents.
 Hastings Road is the only place on the east of the A406 where right turns can be made in or out, but this
involves crossing two lanes of traffic. It is clear that some safety measure is required. Can you please ask TFL
what measures can be taken to reduce the accidents which have already occurred on this eastern side of the
Telford Road? Owing to the closure of the right turn into Station road, residence are forced to turn right on
the A406 to get to amenities and This could involve readdressing no right turns at Station Road.
 We are particularly concerned about the safety of children on the crossing by Bowes School. We have rated it
at 20 because the traffic flows fast and the interval to cross was only 11 seconds when we timed it. It should
also be noted that a child with head injuries was air lifted to hospital after an accident on this crossing.
 At the Bowes School crossing (on the side of the road by the school) there is an 'End of Cycle Lane' sign.
However, there is no Cycle Lane on this side of the road. Can you please ask TFL why the sign is there?
 There are currently no Speed Sign posts to show motorists what the speed limit should be on the Bowes Road.
Can you please ask TFL to rectify this?
'Flower' Beds:
 The 'flower' beds are an eye soar
1. We do not have attractive shrubs, they are twigs some with leaves and some without. They are not
planted in a proper flower bed. Debris and rubbish gets caught on the 'shrubs' making the area
extremely untidy and a health hazard.
2. The bark has now dispersed away from the beds.
3. The beds are mostly mud and dust. In the wind, the dry dusty earth swirls and gets into your eyes, as
it did with me yesterday.
4. Most of the flower beds do not have shrubs or half of the shrubs have taken, the rest haven't and one
is just full of weeds. Can you please ask TFL what they propose to rectify these beds? Please see
figures 1-5:
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Please ask TFL to be aware that in tarmaced areas between the ‘flower’ beds are being used as crossing by the
Broomfield School children.

Pavements:
 Owing to the big flower boxes which have been placed all along on the cycle lane pavement, on some parts of the
pavement, only one person can walk. Seeing the amount of children from Broomfield School, along with parents with

their children from Bowes School, there isn't enough room. Can you please ask TFL why they have done this and what
they propose to redeem the issue? Please see figures 5-6 below:
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The Broomfield School children come out of Wilmer Way and turn left down to the Ritz parade. In this area the
pavement stops at the start of Ritz Parade (see the bottom of figure 7) and children are forced to walk onto the road.
Then, as with by the flower boxes, the pavement is far too small for the amount of children and parents walking on
them, see photos 7-8.
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Cycle Lane:
 With the Cycle Lane being the same colour as the pavement, I didn't realise where I was walking and almost got run
over by a cyclist who didn't have a bell to warn me he was coming. From the original plans of Bowes Road, these Cycle
Lanes were supposed to have been painted, see photo 9. From a safety aspect, this Cycle Lane should have been
painted. Can you please ask TFL why this was not done and how they will make it safe in future?
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We have observed that many of the traffic island corners are blackened and chipped from wheels clipping them. I have
experienced the corners myself and they are very tight. Where some corners should have a curved corner, they are
right angled making it very tight to go round the corner without clipping the car in the next lane. I often hear cars
hooting as a result. Please ask TFL what they are proposing to rectify this issue? See photos 10-15a:
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A406 RISK ASSESSMENT
1.

Pedestrian Crossing at junction of Telford Road/ Bowes Road/ Wilmer Way
Risk Assessment undertaken gives:
 Hazard (weight of traffic & speed) 4
 Likelihood: (Probable 4
 Risk Rating: 4 X 4=16

2.

Pedestrian Crossing adjacent Bowes School
Risk Assessment gives:
 Hazard (speed of A406 traffic + short crossing time (11 seconds with young children crossing) 5
 Likelihood: Probable 4 (young child recently suffered head injuries & airlifted to hospital)
 Risk Rating: 5 X 4= 20

3.

Vehicles exiting Bexhill Road and turning left on A406
Risk Assessment gives;
 Hazard (speed of A406 traffic) 4
 Likelihood: probable 4
 Risk Rating: 4 X 4=16

4.

Vehicles exiting or accessing Hastings Road by turning right on A406
Risk Assessment gives:
 Hazard (speed of traffic on A406 and its volume) 4
 Likelihood: Probable 4



Risk Rating: 4 X 4 = 16

Where:
Severity
No injury
Minor injury
Injury
Serious injury
Death

1
2
3
4
5

Likelihood
Never
Seldom
Possible
Probable
Very Likely

ACTION REQUIRED
16-25
Stop activity and take immediate action
6-15
Take action within 2 months & notify users of current risk
1-5
No action
nd
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